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1. General Information 

Guardian is a secure, in-house communication application with IOS/Android and web versions that 
provides chat, sharing and audio/video calls between users. When smartphones began to become 
prevalent everywhere in the early 2010s, chat applications gradually began to replace the mobile 
communication standard SMS.However, all chat apps exhibit serious security flaws. As the biggest 
flaw; chat data can be monitored and analyzed by undesired parties. With Guardian, all chat data is 
kept on your system securely as an on-premise solution.


2. Features 

Guardian app has many features; to be able to use all them properly the user should allow app to 
access camera, microphone, contact list and to send notifications.


2.1.  Easy to Register 

It is easy to register with your mobile phone number. SMS verification mechanism works on 
registration to validate the user.
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2.2.  Text and Voice Messages 

Quickly and conveniently the user can send text messages. If there is no time to type, voice 
messages come in handy. Private message answer, starring, filtering options are also available.


2.3.  Files, Media and Locations Sharing 

Guardian makes sharing easy for the users. Any kind of sharing is possible with Guardian securely.
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2.4.  Groups and Broadcast Lists 

Groups and distribution lists allow to send messages to multiple recipients at once. Creating groups 
and collective broadcast lists based on common interests or tasks is possible with Guardian.


2.5.  Audio and Video Calls 

Make audio and video calls over Guardian. In addition to front / rear camera switch, audio mute / 
unmute, video pause / resume features, call duration is also provided to the user for calls.
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3. Guardian Web 

Thanks to Guardian Web, chatting from the desktop is just as secure as using the Guardian app on 
mobile. The users have full access to their entire chat history as well as all contacts and media files. 
It is also allowed to have audio and video calls over the web version.





